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AMERICA

The Beat Generation was a literary movement started by a group of authors whose work .. More recently, American
artist Lana Del Rey references the Beat movement and Beat poetry in her song "Brooklyn Baby". . "Although Kerouac
did not introduce Eastern religion into American culture, his writings were.

Labeled as sexual psychopaths under many states' laws, gays and lesbians are classed together with child
molesters and rapists. Throughout the s, Burroughs continued to write, but his material was generally
considered too obscene for print. Interspersed with their Romantic influences were surrealist and absurdist
tendencies. The elder statesman of the Beat Generation was the poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti. Before the s,
environmentalism as it is understood today did not really exist. The latter part of the s and most of the s have
been called times of innocent fun, social quietude, and old-fashioned family values. He saw the decadence and
prudery of American culture, and the destructive potential of capitalism gone awry, but his first response was
to laugh at the absurdity of it all. The use of sexually explicit language, as well as forbidden four-letter words,
became the norm in Beat writing, and this characteristic drew most of the negative attention to the movement's
poets and novelists. Hoffman was an political activist, best known for public protests and non-fiction works
that brought attention to the anti-war movement, which opposed U. But as tempting as it seems, that
assumption is an unfair generalization of the entire group. They used their pieces to discuss feelings, people,
and objects they associate with Jazz music, as well as life experiences that reminded them of this style of
music. Like Kerouac's On the Road, published a year earlier, The Dharma Bums recounts the raucous
adventure of two friends with rambling details and spontaneous confessions, but its greatest significance is the
search for spiritual enlightenment that the friends' trip represents. Snyder, portrayed as Japhy Ryder in the
book, is known for both his Beat-style poetry and his serious study of Zen Buddhism. More from
Entertainment Cheat Sheet:. Despite the turnabout in themes, The Dharma Bums was well received as an
archetype of Beat ideology, heralding a discontent with standard American values and the quest to find
something more satisfying for the spirit, as well as for the mind and body. When Kerouac was awarded a
football scholarship to play at Columbia, his family moved to New York with him. In Long Island , New
York, builders erect Levittown, a middle-class suburb with prefabricated housing materials, the first of its
kind. These poets would become known as the Beat generation, a group of writers interested in changing
consciousness and defying conventional writing. Some claimed it took no intelligence to create the so-called
novel and even less to read it. The idea was to make the art of the moment, just as Kerouac's spontaneous
prose made literature of the moment. In Mexico City, on a drunken spree, Burroughs accidentally shot his first
wife Jane Vollmer in the head. Like many of his other works, this book draws on the author's own experiences
and relationships, and its characters are derived from real people. Rather than be mollified by the quaintness of
the average happy family in the average happy neighborhood, the disillusioned Beats struck out against such
expected contentment in favor of being intentionally discontented. Cassady learned quickly how to fight and
how to steal, and, perhaps most importantly, how to charm people while he was doing it. Established poets and
novelists looked down upon the freewheeling abandon of Beat literature. As the frantic exuberance of the s
gave way to the chaos of the s, Allen Ginsberg moderated his poetics a great deal. Blake was the subject of
Ginsberg's self-defining auditory hallucination and revelation in  But that, of course, suited bebop musicians
just fine. Louis, to well-to-do parents with a family history of successful business ventures. Ginsberg's first
book, Howl and Other Poems , is often considered representative of the Beat poets. What arose was a kind of
"Beat" painting and sculpture that took the name "Abstract Expressionism," and its techniques and resulting
works rocked the art world as much as Beat writing disturbed the literary scene. The Beat Generation was a
product of this questioning. Poetically experimental and politically dissident, the Beat poets expanded their
consciousnesses through explorations of hallucinogenic drugs, sexual freedom, Eastern religion, and the
natural world. The summit still took place, but the Soviet leader stormed out before it was over, and another
planned meeting between Khrushchev and Eisenhower in Moscow was canceled. In , Danger on the Peaks was
published, his first book of poetry in twenty years. A fan of Antonin Artaud , he indulged in self-consciously
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"crazy" behavior, like throwing potato salad at a college lecturer on Dadaism. He was soon addicted to
opiates.


